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Abstract: Partitional complexes are sets of discrete textural configurations (called shortly of partitions
in Partition Analysis) that successfully interact to construct a global textural structure. This textural
mode is called the Textural Proposal of a piece, where referential partitions (those that represent the
main features of textural configurations in the excerpt) stand out. This conceptual environment, developed
in musical texture formalization through observation and musical repertoire analysis, is now applied to
musical practice. In the present work, we highlight three of these situations. The first one deals with the
creative flow (compositional process) and its relation with textural planning. The second observes how
these same textural functions condition the body’s physical coupling to the instrument (fingers, hands,
pedals, instrumentation). Finally, just as an introduction, we envisage some spatial relations, involving
instrument distribution on stage, emphasizing historical concert music.

Keywords: Texture. Partitional Analysis. Textural Design. Performative Partitioning. Partitional
Complex.

I. Introduction

Many authors have discussed musical texture as a subject associated with hierarchical levels
of the musical discourse, usually as a surface feature ([7], [18], [8]). The tension between
the musical structure (commonly correlated to harmonic and formal units observed in

large time spans) and the musical surface is one of the interests raised by some post-tonal theorists
(for instance, [2]).

This question guides the research project called Surface and Structure in Applications of Partitional
Analysis (2018) [16], developed in the Graduate Program in Music of the Federal University of Rio
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de Janeiro. It came as a natural arrival of former projects, since the year 2003, all revolving around
the formalization of texture through the application of the Theory of Integer Partitions, leading to
a field called Partitional Analysis (henceforward, PA – [10], [13], [15]).

In the earlier years (2003-2009), PA gradually consolidates by developing proper musical
analysis and composition tools. Since 2009, researchers have made some effort in applying these
concepts to practical musical situations, internal and external to the theoretical realm, leading to
new approaches and the expansion of the limits of the theory.

The more recent lines of research inside PA concentrate on three main fields:

1. Textural Design – the proposal by Daniel Moreira brings together the expanded application
in the compositional process of PA tools combined with Compositional Design concepts by
Robert Morris [29], as well as original tools. ([21], [22]).

2. Performative partitioning – formalizes the relation between textural configurations and the
coupling of the body (fingers, hands, arms) and musical instruments. Bernardo Ramos ([34],
[33], [35]), Pedro Miguel de Moraes [20] and the present author [14] work on this approach.

3. Spacial partitioning – as an introduction, we make in the present paper some preliminary
observations about this application, foreseen in earlier publications ([12]).

Next, we will make a brief elaboration of each one of these applications, in order to draw some
lines for the near future of the research.

II. Textural Design

Daniel Moreira has achieved some remarkable advances in the expansion of PA concepts in
successive publications, using the Countour Theory ([9], [30], [19]) to enable the partitions a
possibility of a linear organization ([27], [26], [25], [24], [23]). In 2019, Daniel defended his doctoral
dissertation, with Robert Morris’ supervision, where he proposes a combination of PA concepts
with Morris’ Compositional Design principles to arrive at the Textural Design theory, where he also
brings original ideas and tools.1

One of the most striking features of Moreira’s work is the expansion of the textural space in
two opposite directions.

First, taking the partition level as a reference, Moreira proposes a generalization of partitional
structure through a quality evaluation, reading the parts just as lines or blocks. This categorization
was made earlier by Ramos [33], but Moreira deepened his reading, proposing a Hasse diagram for
the textural class space — the tc-space lattice (Figure 1). In addition to organizing the inclusion
relations, Moreira qualitatively evaluated the parsimonious operators between the elements
(shifting, linear layering and block layering). Moreover, he provided numerous analytical examples
and original related concepts, such as monopart, polypart, isopart, and heteropart.

As a second step, Moreira proposes instantiations of partitions in the musical surface direction
through ordered partitions and thread-words. Ordered partitions are known in mathematics as
compositions and consider each permutation of the parts inside the partition as a distinct element.
On the other side, thread-words allow the evaluation of parts constituted by non-neighbor compo-
nents (or threads), e.g., textural configurations with interpolated parts. The comprehensive set of
textural spaces — Textural class space, Unordered partitions space and Partition layout space (Figure 2)
— comprises a global taxonomy of textural codes.

1As Moreira has published a paper about Textural Design in the present journal ([21]), we highly recommend the
reading, as he provides a much more detailed discussion for the subjects briefly explained in this subsection. His doctoral
thesis is also available ([22])
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Figure 1: Textural class lattice: all textural classes connected by layering (Y) and shifting (F) operations ([21], p. 26).

Figure 2: Inclusion relations among textural codes within textural spaces ([21], p. 33).
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Figure 3: Thread-words producing different organizations of threads within partition [22] (adapted from [21], p. 32).

One crucial point is that Moreira provides a series of musical examples (original and from
repertoire) that use criteria that meet the composer’s direct interest and point to the surface as
well. For example, the articulation or timbre of the instruments (Figure 3).

In order to attend the specific needs of the compositional process, Moreira highlights five
modes of textural realization, each representing a recurring procedure regarding the construction
of musical textures: a) Standard Mode; b) Partitional Complex; c) Evolving mode; d) Colorization; e)
Montage ([21], p. 153). These concepts are actual examples of a contribution from applying theory
to musical practice.

III. Performative Partitioning

The centrifugal tendency of textural analysis led the analyst sight from inside to outside the
score, where the contact between the body and the instrument causes the gestures that constitute
the musical surface. Bernardo Ramos proposes this approach in his analysis of the 20 Estudios
Sencillos for guitar by Leo Brouwer [33]. The main question was about the construction of the
Etudes’ progressiveness in terms of textural writing for the instrument. For instance, the textural
configurations could become gradually more complex, or its number and degree of changes could
just level up.

The conclusion is that the accrual grows towards more advanced technical demands with
no replacement but accumulation. Still, the prevalence of some textural configurations follow a
specific pattern (Table 1).

The partitions (1), (12), (1.2), (3) and (13) are the most used in the series. Some common
features between them can explain their prominence. They easily demand the three main fingers
of the right hand – the thumb, index, and middle (noted in the score as p, i, and m, respectively).
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Table 1: Distribution of partitions in Leo Brouwer’s 20 Estudios Sencillos ([3]) in order of occurrence in the series
([36], p. 21). The last line shows the number of Etudes where each partition occurs.

Almost all occurrences involve these fingers. The thumb is responsible for nearly every unitary
part, notably when it combines with a block – in partition (1.2), for instance.

What emerges from the analytical conclusions is that the observations returned to the human
hand’s shape with its opposable thumb, bringing the ergonomy of the human body into the scene
and the force of instrumentation in determining the textural discourse.

The first Etude shows this correlation with clarity. The alternation between the parts (1) – the
thumb playing the melody – and (2) – the combination of index and middle finger performing
a steady harmonic dyad as an accompaniment – is dominant throughout the piece (Figure 4).
Eventually, each part articulates separately, and there could yet be a simultaneous attack, merging
the parts. The set of all these combinations – in this case, partitions (1), (2), and (1.2) – expresses
a type of textural mode that can define some specific instrumental writing. There is, too, one or
more partitions that prevails over the others, establishing a hierarchic structure.

The addition of the technical procedures for performing the textural mode to the partition
constitutes the Textural Proposal (TP) of a piece or excerpt. As each instrument always has specific
technical demands derived from its physical and historical domain, their TPs tend to be exclusive.

The enumeration and assessments of TPs, based on the instrument’s technique and practice, is
now one of the goals of this area, called then as Performative Partitioning.

For instance, Ramos proposes the evaluation of all possible GTPs (Guitar Textural Proposals)
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Figure 4: a) Etude No. 1, excerpt with partitions (1) and (1.2) ([3], mm. 1–2). b) Diagram of its GTP. The letters in
italics indicate the fingers of the right hand that articulate the parts nearby. The numeral 0 on the upper left
side of part (2) indicates that the part is performed using notes located on open strings ([35], p. 11).

associated with partition (1.2). The reflection begins with the uses of this structure in Brouwer’s
Etudes. The Cuban composer resort to basic techniques, like open strings, inversion of registers,
and left-hand slurs. But even in this restricted universe, with a single partition and elementary
procedures, some combinations were not used. Ramos enumerates the missing ones and shows
how they can form a net of parsimonious relations (Figure 5).

Pedro Miguel de Moraes follows the same path, applying PA’s concepts to the performative
partitioning in the piano writing. Unlike the guitar, where the left hand selects the pitches and
the right produces the sound, both hands simultaneously perform two functions on the piano.
From this point, the research splits into three large branches, following the work of Claude Cadoz
[4]: assessing selection gestures (comprising hand shapes), excitation gestures (where are directly
applied the partitions and partition complexes) and structural modification gestures (in the piano,
the pedal, changing the textural modes in specific ways).

In the realm of the selection gestures, the thumb’s opposition against the other fingers is
present through the different treatment it receives in interval freedom. The maximum distance
between thumb and index finger is the largest and makes the thumb a strategic element for the
transition between hand shapes. Following a table elaborated by Richard Parncutt et al. [31], and
using an original metric system based on the work of Matteo Balliauw [1], Moraes arrives at a
list of 48 hand shapes (Table 2) arranged in parsimonious order ([20], pp. 13–15). This sequence
generates a graph that shows how the hand extends and contracts as the shapes evolve through
the register (Figure 6).

Excitation gestures comprise the ways the hand can distribute its movement between fingers to
produce partitions. Research has already built a large amount of information about this subject
that future works will cover.

Gentil-Nunes’ formalization of melodic spaces is another proposal that concerns extending
performative partitioning to monophonic instruments [14]. This research derives from another PA
field, Linear Partitioning, that deals with the relations between lines inside melodic structures. A
paper establishes the base for assessing the distribution of partitions in the flute’s linear space.

IV. Partitional Complexes in Portal do Sol, from Codex Troano

A Partitional Complex is the set of all potential combinations that can express a partition in time.
This set comprises the partition itself, its subpartitions (partial sets of parts), subsums (partial sums
of the parts), and subsums of subpartitions. This structure also points to the instrumentation of
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Figure 5: Etudes 1, 4, 13, 14, and 15 ([3]): net of parsimonious variations in the scope of GTPs formed by partition
(1.2). a) assignment of linear motion to one part; b) left-hand procedures (ascending and descending slurs);
c) right-hand procedures (FPA); d) inversion of register between parts ([35], p. 17).

Figure 6: Progression of the 48 hand shapes (measured in balliauws) inside Parncutt’s ergonomic comfort zone [20].
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Table 2: List of all hand shapes (measured in balliauws) inside Parncutt’s ergonomic comfort zone [20].

the piece. We bring next an example of application in a composition for percussion ensemble.
André Codeço ([5], [6]) developed in 2014 a partitional analysis of Codex Troano, for percussion

ensemble, by Roberto Victorio. Codeço shows that the first movement, Portal of Sun, is organized
in a modular way, based on four textural gestures that appear throughout the piece in varied and
recombined versions. The author defines the limits of each gesture based on its recurrences, which
support his interpretation consistently. The four gestures presented in succession constitute the
first syntagmatic unit of the piece (Figure 7).

As the piece has no bold melodic or harmonic features, the progressions between the simulta-
neous combinations of the instruments are among the leading forces in organizing the musical
discourse.

Each gesture has a sequence of rhythmic partitions deduced from the vertical matchings between
attack points and the duration of the individual notes:2

2The exponents indicate the part’s multiplicity, and the dots only separate the parts that could mislead in some cases.
For example, partition (132) should read as (1.1.1.2). Partitions (1.3) and (13) can also be differentiated.
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Figure 7: Codex Troano, I - Portal do Sol, by Roberto Victorio ([37], mm. 1–5): first occurrence of the four main
textural gestures of the piece (namely, a, b, c, and d).
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1. Gesture a - < (122) (14) (132) (1222) >

2. Gesture b - < (1.2.3) (1222) (1.22) (1222) (1.4) (1.22) >

3. Gesture c - < (12) (1.3) (13) (2) >

4. Gesture d - < (1) (12) (122) (15) (142) (132.5) (122.3.5) >

As each partition have its agglomeration and dispersion indexes,3 the delineated curves form
what we call bubbles, e.g., arcs of textural growth and decline. In this particular case, the gestures
a and b share the same bubble; this occurs as the recurrences show independence of thematic
treatment during the piece (see [5], p. 31).

We visualize these arcs in the indexogram of the excerpt. Here we read the dispersion (delineated
by the superior distance from the middle axis) and agglomeration curve (read by the inferior
distance from the middle) both against the timeline of the excerpt, expressed by time points or
beats (Figure 8).

Gestures a and b have more stable curves, while gesture c and d have extreme focal points in
opposite directions. Gesture c has two similar agglomeration peaks near time point 8 representing
the more massive blocks of the excerpt (in this case, 13 instruments playing conjointly). On the
other hand, gesture d has a growing curve towards the maximum peak of dispersion (top level of
polyphony or diversity of rhythmic profiles) near time point 14. These two complementary peaks
seem to balance each other and give a dramatic intensity for the first expository unit’s closure,
in contrast with the first two gestures, which seem to perform an accrual role. Considering the
median line between the dispersion and agglomeration curves, one can then describe the textural
profile’s overall contour as <1 2 0 3>. There are many other methods for extracting such patterns,
which can be a methodology on its own.4

Partitional complexes can be visualized here as the result of the overall interaction between
partitions inside a delimited section. The idea is that a textural configuration is not an atomic
event. Instead, it is a construction, put into play by the gradual presentation of its constituent
parts through the flow of time ([16], [21], [22]).

In Figure 8 we present partitional complexes above each associated gesture. They are, respec-
tively, (1422), (1322), (123.8), and (152.5). The evaluation of each part as a subpartition, a subsum,
or a combination of both leads to the referential partition. The last represents the overall textural
mode of the gesture. This process can recur, forming a nested structure, organized in levels, like a
schenkerian reduction, but departing from the score and pointing to the instrumentation. Instead
of a centripetal movement, leading to the deep structure, the evaluation of partitional complexes
points to the outermost surface, located in the external world (instrumentation, performativity,
body).

3The agglomeration and dispersion indexes are the simple counts of the number of collaboration or contraposition binary
relations between textural configuration elements (here, individual notes). In the case of rhythmic partitioning, collaboration
means the convergence of attack point and duration and contraposition the mismatch between these two parameters ([13],
pp. 33–57).

4Daniel Moreira developed this type of evaluation of texture by contour with great detail in [21].
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Figure 8: Codex Troano, I - Portal do Sol, by Roberto Victorio ([37], mm. 1–5): indexogram showing the four
main textural gestures of the piece (namely, a, b, c, and d) and associated partitions. We indicate referential
partitions above the the delimitation of the gestures. Graphic produced by Parsemat® [11], adapted from [5].

In this sense, the relations between the parts’ distribution in partitions and complexes can give
us some insights. For instance, in the gestures a, b, and d, there are some instruments that play
a single role continuously, apparently promoting a function of stabilization and continuity. In
gesture a, the cymbal and bells perform this role; in gesture b, this is performed by the tam-tam
and marimba; and in gesture d, bass drum and timpani start this feature, and roto-toms and
temple-blocks conclude it (Figure 9). Gesture c then stands out as the prominent location of
contrast in the section, with an actual rupture between partitions (1.3), (13) and (2), the last pair
with no instrumental intersection at all (full contraposition).

On the other side, the remaining instruments are responsible for the most noticeable textural
changes. The interplay between temple-blocks, roto-toms, timpani, and bass drums dominate
gesture a. In gesture b, the shift in instrumentation to mallets is remarkable: xylophone and
vibraphone articulate the progression. In gesture d, the textural game consists of a pyramidal
structure - additive process and further agglomeration forming blocks.

Mallets, in this case, contribute to individual parts (1), (2), and (4). These parts happen to be
the natural mode of the performativity of these instruments, as there are two arms, each with two
mallets. Part (1) occurs with the alternation of the arms, striking one note at a time, eventually
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Figure 9: Codex Troano, I - Portal do Sol, by Roberto Victorio ([37], mm. 1–5): partitions and instrumentation of
the four main textural gestures of the piece (namely, a, b, c, and d). The first column shows the partitional
complex of each gesture. The remaining ones are the partitions and indicate how the parts and instrumentation
fit into the referential partition. Arrows indicate the changing of an instrument from one part to another.
Vertical bars mean subsums. The bracket in gesture c shows how we understand the part [4] as a subsum in
one of the mallet percussion instruments (in this case, the vibraphone). Original conception of the present
author.
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Figure 10: Codex Troano, I - Portal do Sol, by Roberto Victorio ([37], mm. 1–5): global partitional. Original conception
of the present author.

articulating two successive notes with the same hand but another mallet. Part (2) implies a more
obligatory alternation for a more fluid result, and mode (4) necessarily involves the two arms.
Mallets can play three-note chords, but it is a more rare situation, as it implies in a slightly more
unbalanced proposal.

All other eight instruments articulate only mode (1). Some of them have alternate use and can
be played as a unitary instrument with variable timbre (for instance, the suspended cymbal and
tam-tam could be played by one musician as a kit; the same observation for roto-toms and snare
drum). This arrangement leads to the constitution of six unitary parts.

Part (3) in gesture c is a subsum of three unitary instruments (roto-tom, timpani and bass
drum), as part (5) in gesture d is the subsum of two parts (2) and a single part (1) – marimba,
xylophone and timpani. Finally, part (8) is the most massive and constitutes a compound unity,
as it is the only part where the mallets act as a single massive instrument, each articulating a
part (4) (in turn, this parts (4) are subsums of parts (2) and (1), as stated before). Here we are
considering the two already existent parts, (1) and (3), subsumed to compose one of the parts (4)
– we attribute it to vibraphone just for clarity, as it is only a conceptual option.

The next step is evaluating the interactions between the partitional complexes of each gesture
to arrive at the partitional complex of the entire section. As we consider each partition as a set
of subpartitions, subsums, or combinations of both, we conclude that the referential partition is
(1622.3) (Figure 10).

V. Spatial Partitioning and conclusions

As an epilogue, we bring some preliminary observations about Spatial Partitioning, an application
foreseen in previous works. As the analyst can choose a partitioning criterion, and the research
directs towards contexts linked to the surface, applying partitioning to space became a natural
outcome.

Fleeing from a platonic or phenomenological approach, we intend to start the work from the
study of the historical use of spatial dispositions in concert music.

Concert music develops under the project of Italian Renaissance theater, which is based on the
experience of perspective, that is, the most important dimensions in the pictorial field, which are
width and depth (x and z dimensions). We in fact cannot see the development of a truly vertical
spatial sense of sound on the Italian stage (y dimension) as it was abandoned after Monteverdi
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Figure 11: Concentric spatial layout of the classical orchestra ([32]).

and Gabrielli’s experiences of more immersive spatialization within churches. Even today, the
arrangement of speakers always favors the horizontal arrangement, with important but rare
exceptions like multichannel speaker arrays.

Width is translated generically today by the term panoramic, with right and left channels being
the basis of a stereo listening. This listening has as reference to the binaural nature of our auditory
perception.

The element of depth translates in two ways, one more concrete and another, more virtual,
related to the technology of music recording.

On stage, instruments that carry more individual and foreground expressions are positioned,
usually, in the proscenium (i.e., as close as possible to the audience). This is the place of the soloist
in concert with orchestra, or the singer in the opera arias. This position allows the sound content
of the source to prevail over its reverberation – a drier sound.

Otherwise, instruments that perform background functions tend to be positioned at the rear of
the stage. For example, the orchestra’s choir or percussion instruments, which have a less tonic
sound, as a rule, and additionally are wetter.

This dimension is translated into music technology as reverberation. Of course, there are other
elements involved, such as the spectral profile, whose internal relationships change as the spatial
recession is applied. Using too little reverb leads to a virtual approximation of the source, while a
higher level of reverb tends to cause the sensation of withdrawal.

The orchestra organization seems to replicate this structure, with the orchestral sections being
organized by concentric circles, which are successively occupied by strings, woods, brass and
percussion. There are also some concerns about the relative volume of instruments – louder
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instruments that are allocated in the background, where they can thus balance with more delicate
instruments in the proscenium (Figure 11).

Thus, it is hoped that an analysis can be developed from the placement of instruments on the
stage, where the partitions would take place in two dimensions – in the groups that are established
by the distribution of musical achievements in the horizontal range, in terms of the panoramic;
and by the relative depth of the instruments on stage, both in terms of physical position and the
driest or wettest level in the source/reverberation relationship.

Spatial partitioning can arise as a complement to the research about textural configurations. The
study of the grounding of texture on the physical world is just beginning, and there is much room
for expansions and new proposals. We hope that this research can fulfill a progressive departure
from the domain of traditional music theory (mainly harmony and form) to an encounter (from a
point of view derived from the linguistic-pragmatic turn) with music’s social foundations. Along
with all the proposals described in this article, a path is emerging to meet with other musical
traditions where the body and physicality are already part of the daily musical experience.
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